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The Musée Ariana is pleased to present Margareta Daepp. Simply radical from 27 April to  
24 September 2023 in the space dedicated to contemporary creation. At the crossroads of art and 
design, Margareta Daepp’s works reveal the maturity of an enlightened and uncompromising artistic 
path. 

Margareta Daepp (Switzerland, 1959) is deeply attached to the medium of ceramics and to three-
dimensionality. Her world is marked by silence, rigour, poetry, colour, emptiness and space, resulting in 
deceptively simple works, which are both lively and serene.  

Among the artist’s peregrinations, Japan occupies a privileged place. From her various stays for residencies 
and exhibitions in the Land of the Rising Sun, she has brought back forms, motifs and techniques that she 
has then adapted to her own world. 

This monographic exhibition is by no means a retrospective of a rich career, but rather a stage. The artist 
closes a fruitful chapter, that of Japan, and thus opens up new fields and new perspectives. 

Website : www.margaretadaepp.ch 
 
 
Programme  
Guided tours 
On Sundays 30 April and 24 September (in the presence of the artist) and 11 May, 4 June, 3 September 2023  
at 11 am; free, no reservation required 
 
Margareta Daepp in the heart of the museum's reserves 
Sunday 4 June at 3 p.m.; free of charge, reservation required 

Art and design, single versus multiple objects 
Sunday 17 September at 3 p.m.; free, no reservation required 

Tactile tours for the visually impaired and blind 
Thursdays 8 June at 10 am and 14 September at 2.30 pm; free, reservation required 

All tours and events are in French unless otherwise stated. 
 
For more information www.musee-ariana.ch 
Press visit on demand  
Visuals and photos on request: laurence.ganter@ville-ge.ch 
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